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Abstract

As the human evaluation of dialogs is costly, re-
liable automatic reference-free evaluation meth-
ods are important. In this paper, we focus on
the FED and FULL automatic unsupervised
reference-free evaluation metrics, which evalu-
ate dialogs by using the likelihood of manually-
designed follow-up utterances, and reportedly
show considerable performance. In our experi-
ment using English and Japanese dialog com-
petition datasets, FED and FULL did not corre-
late well with the human evaluation. However,
when a subset of follow-up utterances was cho-
sen for each dataset, FED showed strong corre-
lations with the subsets. The obtained results
suggest that selecting the optimal follow-up ut-
terances is crucial and depends on the target
domain and language.

1 Introduction

Performance improvements of pre-trained language
models have enabled more and more excellent dia-
log systems (Xu et al., 2022; Shuster et al., 2022;
Adiwardana et al., 2020; Thoppilan et al., 2022) to
be released every year, but it is common to evaluate
the superiority of dialog systems by humans (Ji
et al., 2022). However, as human evaluations are
time-consuming and costly, it would be more ef-
ficient to use automatic evaluation in the develop-
ment phase. The current study aims to identify an
automatic evaluation metric that strongly correlates
with human evaluations.

There are two types of metrics for automatic eval-
uation of dialogs: those that require reference re-
sponses (reference-based metrics, e.g., BLEU (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002), FBD (Xiang et al., 2021),
etc.) and those that do not (reference-free met-
rics, e.g., perplexity, USR (Mehri and Eskenazi,
2020b), FED (Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020a), DynaE-
val (Zhang et al., 2021), etc.) Readers can refer to
Table 1 of Yeh et al. (2021) for a comprehensive
comparison of evaluation metrics.

Reference-based evaluation is commonly used
for translation and summarization tasks. However,
since a wide range of responses can be appropri-
ate for a given input, it is less suitable for dia-
log evaluation. Moreover, it is costly, often more
than human evaluations. Reference-free metrics
should alleviate these issues because they do not
require preparing references beforehand, enabling
a broader range of possible responses beyond just
a few references.

Among reference-free metrics, we focus on FED,
which is a fully unsupervised metric that has been
reported to have a strong correlation with human
evaluations (Yeh et al., 2021; Ji et al., 2022), and
FULL (De Bruyn et al., 2022), which is an im-
proved version of FED. FED and FULL calcu-
late likelihoods of multiple follow-up utterances
by a language model to evaluate dialogs (see §2
for details). To the best of our knowledge, other
reference-free metrics require supervised training.
The need for supervised training makes it difficult
to apply the metrics to dialogs in different domains
and languages.

In this paper, we examine whether FED and
FULL can be used both in English and Japanese
using dialog system competition datasets. To be-
gin with the conclusion, we have found that both
FED and FULL are domain-sensitive and do not
correlate as expected with human evaluations in the
examined datasets. However, we have also found
that FED can be optimized rather easily to correlate
well with human evaluations by choosing a subset
of follow-up utterances for both languages. Pre-
dicting rankings of dialog systems on the basis of
the automatic evaluation scores, the method which
uses a subset of follow-up utterances showed strong
ranking correlations in all datasets. These results
suggest that the proposed five follow-up utterances
of FULL are simply a particular adaptation to the
tested dataset, i.e., the FED dataset (Mehri and
Eskenazi, 2020a) and the optimal follow-up utter-



ances depends on the target domain and language.

2 FED and FULL Evaluation Metrics

FED Given a dialog history, FED (Mehri and
Eskenazi, 2020a) measures the log-likelihood of
follow-up utterances from multiple perspectives,
called ‘evaluation items’, such as Interesting and
Engaging with respect to the dialog. FED has two
levels of items, turn and dialog, with eight and ten
items for the turn and dialog levels, respectively,
for a total of 18 items. Each item has an average of
4.05 follow-up utterances. Figure 1 shows the com-
plete evaluation items and examples of follow-up
utterances. In the turn level, a follow-up utter-
ance (such as, “You have a good point”) is added
after an utterance of the speaker to be evaluated in
a dialog, and the log-likelihood is calculated over
both the dialog and added utterance. In the dia-
log level, a follow-up utterance is added to the end
of the dialog, and the log-likelihood is calculated
similarly.

The follow-up utterances are divided into two
types: positive and negative. For example, the pos-
itive utterances in the Interesting item are those
that increase the likelihood when the previous ut-
terance is interesting, such as “Wow, that is really
interesting”. The negative utterances are those that
increase the likelihood when the previous utterance
is not interesting, such as “That’s really boring.”
The FED score is obtained by subtracting a mean
log-likelihood of negative utterances from the one
of positive utterances.

To compute the log-likelihood, FED uses the
publicly available DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020).
Since no additional data preparation or model train-
ing is required, the evaluation can be performed
relatively easily compared with other automatic
dialog evaluation metrics (Li et al., 2021; Zhang
et al., 2021). Ji et al. (2022) reports that the cor-
relation between FED and manual evaluation was
0.59 in their experiment to measure the correlation
between automatic and human evaluations.

FULL FULL (De Bruyn et al., 2022) is an im-
proved version of FED. It differs from FED in three
ways: (1) FED calculates the log-likelihood includ-
ing dialog history and follow-up utterances, while
FULL calculates the conditional log-likelihood
of follow-up utterances given dialog history, (2)
FULL only uses a selection of five follow-up ut-
terances, and (3) FULL uses the Blender language
model (Roller et al., 2021) to calculate likelihood

Figure 1: The 18 FED evaluation items and correspond-
ing example follow-up utterances. Positive and negative
follow-up utterances are shown in blue and red, respec-
tively. The evaluation items with only negative utter-
ances indicate that no positive utterances are defined.

in accordance with a comparison among multiple
language models. The correlation coefficient of
FULL with human evaluations in the FED dataset
is reported to be 0.69 while that of FED and Dy-
naEval yield 0.32 and 0.55 respectively (De Bruyn
et al., 2022).

Issues in FED and FULL As previously de-
scribed, FED uses 18 evaluation items, but the
positive follow-up utterances of the three items,
Semantically Appropriate, Understandable, and
Fluent, are the same. There are other evaluation
items for which the follow-up utterances are the
same, and it is doubtful whether all the evaluation
items are measured as independent items. There-
fore, we hypothesize that using a number of the
18 evaluation items may be better than using all
of them in dialog evaluation as FULL does. In ad-
dition, FULL uses five follow-up utterances that
were highly correlated in the FED dataset, which



Table 1: Dataset sizes of ConvAI2 and DC3.

ConvAI2 DC3-Opn DC3-Situ

# of dialogs 568 239 296
# of teams 7 5 6
ave. # of dialogs per team 81.14 47.80 49.33
ave. # of utterances per dialog 11.45 30.00 30.00

may not be appropriate for another dataset. More-
over, the five selected utterances are all negative
follow-up utterances, which may lead to a biased
evaluation. Other than that, the effectiveness of us-
ing the conditional log-likelihood (FULL) instead
of the unconditional log-likelihood (FED) is not
empirically and sufficiently clear. And since the
log-likelihood is calculated using a pretrained lan-
guage model (Bommasani et al., 2021) such as
GPT (Radford et al., 2019), there is a possibility
that the follow-up text does not have to be an ut-
terance, just putting the name of evaluation items
might be sufficient. In the next section, we report
our experiments to address these issues with two
languages (English and Japanese) and two differ-
ent domains (open chit-chats and situated conver-
sations).

3 Experiments

We compare the scores of each automatic evalua-
tion method to those of the human evaluation from
two dialog competition datasets in terms of cor-
relation. As we perform feature (item) selection
in our experiment, each comparison is done in a
two-fold cross-validation (TFCV) manner. Thus
all reported results are the averages of two eval-
uation rounds. We also evaluate the methods in
terms of the capability of predicting rankings in the
competitions.

3.1 Datasets
We conducted our experiments on two datasets for
the respective languages (English and Japanese).
For the English dataset, we used ConvAI21 (Dinan
et al., 2020). For the Japanese dataset, we used
Dialog System Live Competition 32 (Higashinaka
et al., 2020) (hereinafter referred to as DC3 for
short). Both datasets are from performance compe-
titions of dialog systems and contain human-rated
dialogs between systems and humans. DC3 has the

1https://github.com/DeepPavlovAdmin/convai/tree/master/
2018

2https://dialog-system-live-
competition.github.io/dslc3/data.html

Open and Situation tracks (Opn and Situ for short).
Table 1 shows the basic statistics of the datasets.

ConvAI2 This dataset focuses on open chit-chat
about people’s interests. We applied filters to ex-
clude low-quality dialogs. Dialogs that met all of
the following conditions are used.

• The minimum number of turns in the dialog
is 7.

• The maximum number of turns is 15.

• The maximum ratio of speakers is 2.

• The maximum number of consecutive system
and human utterances are both 2.

• The speaker speaks at least once.

Dataset size of Table 1 is the remaining dialogs af-
ter the filtering and the ranks of the systems (bots)
were determined in accordance with the average
values of human ratings for the one after the filter-
ing.

DC3 This dataset consists of two tracks. The
Open track (DC3-Opn) covers open-topic chit-chat
and the Situation track (DC3-Situ) covers conver-
sations in a specified situation (the system has to
decline a request from his senior (the user) to serve
as an alumni party organizer in a socially appropri-
ate manner). We use the preliminary-round data
of both tracks, which have about 50 human evalua-
tions for each system.

3.2 Methods
We compare the following six FED-based methods
to the original FED and FULL.

FED-Cond A method that applies the condi-
tional log-likelihood to FED considering the differ-
ence between FED and FULL.
FED-Cond-Pos A FED-Cond variant that uses
only the positive follow-up utterances.
FED-Cond-Neg A FED-Cond variant that uses
only the negative follow-up utterances.
FED-Cond-Tag A method using the name of the
evaluation items instead of the utterances as the
follow-up utterances of FED-Cond.
FED-Selected A method that uses only the follow-
up utterances in the selected FED items. We se-
lected an optimal item set using sequential feature
selection in each TVCF round. Specifically, we
used the training data to correlate all combinations



Table 2: Results of evaluation score correlations.

ConvAI2 DC3-Opn DC3-Situ

FED 0.229 -0.283 0.278
FULL 0.040 -0.018 0.279

FED-Cond 0.091 0.279 0.297
FED-Cond-Pos -0.084 0.302 -0.010
FED-Cond-Neg 0.086 -0.296 0.258
FED-Cond-Tag -0.079 0.040 0.001

FED-Selected 0.266 0.485 0.249
FED-Cond-Selected 0.275 0.585 0.315

that used one or more of the 18 evaluation items
with the human evaluation, and used the set of eval-
uation items that obtained the highest correlation
among them.
FED-Cond-Selected (FED-C-S for short) The
combination of FED-Cond and FED-Selected.

3.3 Settings
The correlation between human and automatic eval-
uation for each dialog is measured as a Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient.

We have to select a language model to calculate
the likelihood. For ConvAI2, we used DialoGPT
(762M) and Blender (400M) for FED and FULL,
respectively, as originally proposed. For our six
comparison methods in §3.2, we chose Blender
for ConvAI2 because Blender scored better than
DialoGPT in FULL experiment. For DC3, we used
the Japanese GPT model3 with all methods. The
follow-up utterances were manually translated into
Japanese by the first author.

3.4 Results of evaluation score correlations
Table 2 shows the averages of Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficients.

While FED showed positive correlations with
human evaluations on ConvAI2 and DC3-Situ, it
showed a negative correlation on DC3-Opn. FULL
showed a positive correlation on DC3-Situ but
showed almost no correlations on ConvAI2 and
DC3-Opn. These results suggest that neither FED
nor FULL is universally applicable to any dialog
evaluation.

FED-Cond, which applied the conditional likeli-
hood to FED, obtained stronger correlations than
FED on DC3, but a much weaker correlation on
ConvAI2. However, it showed stronger correla-
tions than FULL for all the datasets. These results
indicate that in terms of the differences between

3https://huggingface.co/rinna/japanese-gpt-1b

FULL and FED reviewed in §2, (1) the conditional
log-likelihood, is only effective for a number of
cases, and (2) the restriction to the five follow-up
utterances proposed for FULL likely brings a nega-
tive impact on datasets other than the FED dataset.

Although FED-Cond showed positive correla-
tions on both DC3-Opn and DC3-Situ, interest-
ingly, the contributed follow-ups seem to be en-
tirely different. FED-Cond-Pos, which uses only
positive follow-ups, and FED-Cond-Neg, which
uses only negative follow-ups, show inverse results
on DC3-Open and DC3-Situ respectively. These re-
sults also suggest the non-universal nature of FED
and FULL. This point is further supported by the
result that FED-Selected, which uses the training
data of TFCV to select evaluation items, has many
gains from FED on both ConvAI2 and DC3-Opn.

FED-Cond-Tag showed almost no correlations
in all datasets, indicating that in the case of experi-
ments even with the foundation model, it is better
to use utterances that reflect the intention of the
evaluation item than the name of the evaluation
items as a follow-up.

Finally, FED-C-S obtained stronger correlations
than the others in all datasets. Although this is
contradictory to the degeneration of FED-Cond
from FED on ConvAI2, the use of the conditional
likelihood seems beneficial as a whole.

3.5 Results of ranking correlations

The original purpose of the competitions was to
determine the team’s ranking. Therefore, we at-
tempted to rank the teams by averaging the auto-
matic evaluation scores of each team.

The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients be-
tween the competition and automatic rankings are
shown in Table 3 and the detailed ranking results
of each dataset can be found in Tables 4, 5, and 6.
The results are indicated by “team label (score)”.
Red and blue indicate the teams that correctly and
incorrectly predicted their positions, respectively.
Team labels in each table refer to different teams
among tables.

For DC3-Opn and ConvAI2, FED-C-S showed
the strongest correlations. For DC3-Situ, FED-C-
S (0.77) followed FULL (0.89) but still showed a
strong correlation. We note that FULL and FED-
C-S made the same ranking order for the top-three
teams on DC3-Situ.



Table 3: Results of ranking correlations.

ConvAI2 DC3-Opn DC3-Situ

FED 0.71 -0.50 0.37
FULL -0.04 -0.30 0.89
FED-C-S 0.86 1.00 0.77

Table 4: ConvAI2 ranking results.

Rank Gold FED FULL FED-C-S

1. A (3.12) A (3.71) F (8.44) A (-0.46)
2. B (2.84) B (3.60) A (8.36) B (-0.53)
3. C (2.58) F (3.60) E (8.33) C (-0.64)
4. D (2.36) C (3.59) B (8.28) F (-0.72)
5. E (2.00) D (3.45) G (8.22) E (-0.77)
6. F (1.95) G (3.01) D (8.14) D (-0.86)
7. G (1.73) E (2.97) C (8.11) G (-0.86)

Spear. - 0.71 -0.04 0.86

4 Analysis and Discussion

Seeing correlations in Table 2 and Table 3, FED-
C-S obtained the perfect ranking correlation on
DC3-Opn with a score correlation of 0.585. On
the other hand, ConvAI2 received a relatively high
ranking correlation of 0.86 with a score correlation
of only 0.275. This suggests that sufficient degree
of a score correlation varies with the dataset. In
general, we suppose the stronger the correlation,
the better the performance. However, it is difficult
to know the sufficient degree of a score correlation
for the dataset itself.

By selecting items (FED-Selected), we could
improve correlations on ConvAI2 and DC3-Opn.
However, it slightly degenerated on DC3-Situ. This
may indicate the evaluation items in FED are insuf-
ficient to assess the strongly situated conversations.
Moreover, the selection was done on the item basis.
The observed difference between FED-Cond-Pos
and FED-Cond-Neg suggests an utterance-basis
selection would provide a better result.

In terms of item combinations, on ConvAI2,
FED-Cond-Selected (FED-C-S) identified Interest-
ing, Engaging, Semantically Appropriate, Under-
standable, and Likeable for one fold and Interesting
only for another fold. On DC3-Opn, it identified
Specific, Relevant, and Fluent for one fold and
Interesting, Specific, Correct, and Fluent for an-
other fold. On DC3-Situ, it identified Interesting,
Specific, Correct, Fluent, and Depth for one fold
and Specific, Relevant, Semantically Appropriate,
Depth, Understand for another fold. Since the max-
imum number of items used in this study was five,

Table 5: DC3 Open track ranking results.

Rank Gold FED FULL FED-C-S

1. A (3.83) C (1.55) E (3.55) A (9.86)
2. B (3.11) E (1.34) B (3.45) B (9.25)
3. C (2.64) B (1.19) C (3.44) C (9.14)
4. D (2.10) D (1.18) A (3.43) D (8.92)
5. E (1.45) A (1.09) D (3.38) E (8.71)

Spear. - -0.50 -0.30 1.00

Table 6: DC3 Situation track ranking results.

Rank Gold FED FULL FED-C-S

1. A (4.26) D (1.49) A (3.94) A (8.09)
2. B (3.92) A (1.40) C (3.65) C (7.48)
3. C (3.76) E (1.39) B (3.61) B (7.40)
4. D (3.76) B (1.33) E (3.54) F (7.20)
5. E (3.63) C (1.24) D (3.52) D (7.07)
6. F (3.28) F (1.20) F (3.47) E (7.03)

Spear. - 0.37 0.89 0.77

we confirm that it is not necessary to use all 18
items. The number of necessary items is consid-
ered to vary depending on the nature and purpose of
the dialog to be evaluated, as well as the situational
frame. The selected items quite differed from each
round. This might be due to the aforementioned
redundancy between items.

Human evaluations on a dialog are usually pro-
vided as numerical rates in several indexes. Su-
pervising a model to predict the rates requires a
considerable number of evaluations. However, the
selection of items (or follow-up utterances) could
be done with a small number of ranked samples by
searching for a selection that maximizes the corre-
lation of two rankings of the samples from human
and machine. This will be future work.

5 Conclusion

This paper examined two unsupervised reference-
free dialog evaluation metrics of FED and FULL in
two different languages. The experimental results
showed that both were domain-sensitive and did
not correlate as expected with the human evalua-
tion. However, we successfully optimized FED to
correlate well with human evaluations by selecting
a subset of follow-up utterances by a simple feature
selection method in both languages. Such a feature
selection would be conducted with a very limited
number of ranked dialog samples. As a future di-
rection, we would also like to pursue a method that
can select a good subset of followup utterances
automatically without human evaluation.
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